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Task Space Robot Control using an inner PD loop. R. Garrido E. Canul. A. Soria Abstract— This paper presents a task-space robot controller composed of two nested loops. The inner loop corresponds to a Proportional-Derivative joint-position controller and the outer loop consists of a Proportional-Integral controller fed by task space measurements. The Lyapunov method allows concluding closed loop stability and a visual servoing application permits assessing the performance of the proposed controller.



I. INTRODUCTION Control laws for position control of robot manipulators fall into two categories, namely, joint-based or task-space-based designs. However, since a task is speciﬁed in the robot task space, it seems more natural to develop control algorithms for this case. The seminal papers by Takegaki and Arimoto [1] and Khatib [2] were among the ﬁrst works in task space control. Reference [1] applies an energy shaping plus damping injection approach for set-point regulation of the robot end-effector. The approach proposed in [2] decouples the robot manipulator nonlinear dynamics described in task space coordinates for trajectory tracking control. In [3], the energy shaping plus damping injection methodology allows achieving local asymptotic stability despite of the singularities on the task function Jacobian. The aforementioned approaches assumes that the robot dynamics and kinematics are perfectly known. The work in [4] relaxes the assumption on perfect knowledge of the manipulator kinematics and uses adaptive techniques for compensating unknown gravity torques; moreover, the derivative action injects damping through task space measurements. Further contributions in this vein are [5], [6], where adaptive techniques allows dealing with unkown gravity terms. The main difference between these approaches and the control laws presented in [4] lies in the nature of the injected damping. In [5] the authors uses joint damping whereas the methodology in [6] is based on joint damping; in this case joint velocity is estimated through task space velocity measurements. It is also worth remarking that the Proportional Integral Derivative controllers (PID), previously employed for set-point regulation in the jointspace case [7], also allows solving the set-point tracking problem under unknown robot kinematics and gravity torques [5], [8], [9], [10]. It is worth remarking that the previous approaches do not take explicitly into account joint position measurements. Considering robot joint position as feedback in task space controllers could have several advantages. In order to put to work most of the task space controllers mentioned above, the joint PID position controllers of an industrial manipulator



should be reconﬁgured as joint velocity controllers and the loop is closed using task space position measurements. In this case, failure of the task space sensor would produce unpredictable movement since the robot would be controlled only by the joint velocity loops. Secondly, having a Proportional Derivative (PD) joint controller would allow compensating disturbances at the joint level and with a high bandwidth. In this regard, note that task space sensors have generally larger sampling times compared with joint sensors. Typically, a vision system using a high-speed digital camera is able to capture 500 images per second and a data acquisition card may sample an optical encoder at 10 Nk}. Moreover, vision systems could produce noisier measurements compared with optical encoders. From the above example it is clear that a PD controller using joint position measurements would have a larger bandwidth than a PD controller using task space position measurements. This paper proposes a task-space robot controller using two nested loops, an inner joint space PD loop, and an outer task space PI loop. The Lyapunov method allows concluding stability of the proposed approach. Experimental results using a robot controlled through visual feedback asses the performance of the proposed approach. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some useful properties of the Lagrangian robot dynamic model and the saturation functions. Section 3 shows the proposed controller and its corresponding stability proof. Section 4 gives some preliminary experimental results and the paper ends with some concluding remarks. II. P RELIMINAIRES A. Robot Dynamics and Kinematics. Throughout this paper, the use of the notation min {·} and max {·} will indicate the smallest and largest eigenvalues of a symmetric positive deﬁnite bounded matrix respectively and k·k stands for the vector Euclidean norm and the matrix Frobenius norm [14]. In absence of friction and some other disturbances, the following equation describes the dynamics of a serial q-link rigid robot manipulator [11], [12] P (q) q ¨ + F (q> q)  q + j (q) = 



(1)



Vectors q, q and q ¨ correspond to the joint positions, velocities and accelerations respectively, P (q)  Rq×q is the robot inertia matrix, F (q> q)  q  Rq corresponds to the Coriolis and centripetal forces vector, g (q)  Rq is the gravity torque vector and  the input torque vector. Model (1) considering revolute joint robots has the following properties. 1) P (q) = P W (q).



2) P (q) A 0. 3) min {P (q)} kxk2  xW P (q) x  2 max {P (q)} kxk . 4) Q (q> q)  = P (q)  2F (q> q)  is skew-symmetric and  P (q) = F (q> q)  + F W (q> q).   qk   5) There exists a constan nF such that kF (q> q) 2 nF kqk  6) The robot gravity vector j (q) is bounded, i.e. kj (q)k  njp . Furthermore, there exists a constant nj such that kj (x)  j (y)k  nj kx  yk. The robot forward kinematics h(·) relates the joint space and the task space coordinates X = h(q)



(2)



The time derivative of the precedent equation  = Ch(q) q =M(q)q (3) X Ct  in task space and the joint velcities q; relates the velocities X  M(q) stands for the robot Jacobian matrix. For a given vector ¯ fullﬁlling q ¯ in joint space, there exists only one vector X ˆ (2). Matrix M(q) and its estimate M(q) fullﬁlls the following inequalities ° ° ° ˆ ° (4) °  u °M(q)  M(q) kM(q)k  nm ° ° °ˆ ° °M(q)°  nˆm ° ° °g ° ˆ °  nˆmg kqk ° M(q)  ° gw °



(5) (6) (7)



B. Saturation Functions. The following deﬁnition states some useful properties of saturation functions [5], [13] for the stability analysis presented in the next section. Deﬁnition 1: Consider the scalar function V() and its derivative  () where  is a real number. Functions V(),  () fulﬁll the following properties. 1) V() A 0 and V (0) = 0. 2) V () is at least two times differentiable and  () = g [V ()] is strictly increasing in  for || ?  for g some , and saturates for ||  . 3) There exists a constant f¯ A 0, such that V ()  f¯ 2 () for ¯ 6=¯ 0. ¯ ¯ 4) | ()|  n ¯ ¯. III. TASK -S PACE C ONTROLLER WITH AN I NNER PD L OOP Let Vl (hl ) be a saturation function and  l (hl ) its time derivative respectively as in Deﬁnition 1 and let  (e) = ¡ ¢W  1 (h1 ) = = =  p (hp ) . Consider now the following control law 



= Ng q + Ns (u  q)



u = MˆW (q) Os  (e) + Ol



(8) Zw 0



MˆW (q) Os  (e) g (9)



Fig. 1.



Block diagram of the proposed controller.



Equation (8) corresponds to an inner PD control law and (9) to an outer PI controller. Ns = ns L  Rq×q , ns A 0, Ng A 0  Rq×q are the proportional and derivative gain matrices respectively with L the identity matrix, Os A 0  Rp×p and Ol A 0  Rp×p are the diagonal proportional and integral gain matrices for the outer loop, e is the task space error deﬁned as e = Xg X  Rp ; where Xg and X are the desired and measured conﬁgurations and  A 0 is a constant. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram for this controller. Let w (w) be deﬁned as



w (w) = Ns1 [j (qg ) + Ns q (0)] +



Zw y () g



(10)



0



where: y = q  Ol MˆW (q) Os  (e)



(11)



From (10) it follows that w  = y. Then, using (10) allows writing control law (8), (9) as  = Ns MˆW (q) Os  (e)  Ng q + j (qg )  Ns w



(12)



At this point, it is worth remarking that (12) is equivalent to the control law proposed in [5] if q (0) = 0 and Ns = L. However, note that the algorithm presented in that reference does not explicitly use joint position feedback. Substituting (12) into (1) yields P (q) q ¨ + F (q> q)  q + j (q) = ns MˆW (q) Os  (e) Ng q + j (qg )  Ns w (13) Now, consider the following Lyapunov function candidate



r



1 Y (w>  (e) > q)  = q W P (q) q 2 q W P (q) Ol MˆW (q) Os  (e) +X (q)  X (qg ) + q j (qg ) 1 +ns LWs S (e) + wW Ns w 2



(14)



i h Y (w>  (e) > q)  = ns q W M W (q)  MˆW (q) Os  (e)



where LWs S (e) =



Ls



£



V1 (h1 ) = = = Vp (hp ) £ ¤W os1 = = = osp =



S (e) =



ns  (e)W (t) (e)  (e)W Os Mˆ (q) Ol [j (qg )  j (q)]



osl Vl (hl )



l=1



]2 (q> q>   (e))  q W Ng q



¤W



The osl terms are the entries of matrix Os and q = qg q, with qg and q as the desired joint position and measured joint position respectively. Note that Xg = h(qg ); however, the exact value of qg can not by obtained by solving the inverse kinematics since the robot kinematics is uncertain. First, in order to verify that (14) is positive deﬁnite consider the following expression 1 W 1 y P (q) y = q W P (q) q 2 2 q W P (q) Ol MˆW (q) Os  (e)



1 + 2 W (e) Os Mˆ (q) Ol P (q) Ol MˆW (q) Os  (e) (15) 2 where  (q) = Os Mˆ (q) Ol P (q) Ol MˆW (q) Os and y is given in (11). Therefore, the Lyapunov function candidate (14) can be rewritten as 1 Y (w>  (e) > q)  = yW P (q) y 2 +X (q)  X (qg ) + qW j (qg ) h i 1  2  W (e) Os Mˆ (q) Ol P (q) Ol MˆW (q) Os  (e) 2 1 (16) +ns LWs S (e) + wW Ns w 2 Since the inertia matrix is positive deﬁnite, then the following inequality follows 2 k (e)k2   W (e)  (q)  (e) where 2 = max { (q)}. As a consequence of the robot model properties, for ns Ls large enough, there exists a positive constant 1 such that [13] 1 k (e)k2  X (q)  X (qg ) + qW j (qg ) + ns LWs S (e) Then, (14) is lower bounded as follows 1 2 Y (w>  (e) > q)   min {P (q)} kyk 2  ¸ 1 1 2 2 + 1  2 2 k (e)k + ns kwk 2 2 Hence, Y (w>  (e) > q)  is positive deﬁnite if



(17)



Taking the time derivative of (14) and using (10), (11) and (13) yields



W



p X



21 A 2



(18)



where W ]2 (q> q>   (e)) =  (e) Os Mˆ (q) Ol P (q) q W + (e) Os M (q) Ol P (q) q © ª + (e)W Os Mˆ (q) Ol F W (q> q)   Ng q (t) = Os Mˆ (q) Ol MˆW (q) Os



(19) (20)



Since the gravity torques are bounded, then, there exists a positive constant 2 such that, for ns large enough the following inequality holds 1  ns  (e) (t) (e) 2  (e)W Os Mˆ (q) Ol [j (qg )  j (q)]  2 k (e)k2 (21) Finally, using the bounds for the Coriolis term, the estimated Jacobian and the saturation functions, it is not difﬁcult to show that ]2 (q> q>   (e))  f0 kqk  2 > f0 A 0



(22)



As a consequence, Y is upperbounded as follows Y (w>  (e) > q)   uns max {Os } kqk  k (e)k ¶ 1 1  2  ns min {(t)} k (e)k2  min {Ng }  f0 kqk 2 2 (23) 1  2  min {Ng } kqk 2 Inequality (23) can be further rewritten as: μ



1 2 Y (w>  (e) > q)    ns min {(t)} k (e)k  4μ ¶ 1 1  2  2 min {Ng }  f0 kqk  min {Ng } kqk 4 2 ¸2  1 2uns max {Os }  min {Ng } kqk   (24) 4 min {Ng } " # 4u 2 ns2 2max {Os }  ns min {(t)}  k (e)k2 (25) min {Ng } Then, Y (w>  (e) > q)   0 if



min {Ng } A 2f0 min {Ng } min {(t)} A u2 ns 2max {Os }



(26) (27)



Asymptotic stability follows directly by applying La Salle’s invariance theorem [15]. The following proposition resumes the stability results obtained above. Proposition 1: The robot manipulator model (1) in closed loop with control law (8), (9) is asymptotically stable and has an unique equilibrium point  (e) = 0, q = 0 and z = 0 if (17), (21), (26) and (27) are fulﬁlled. Inequalities (17) and (21) indicate that a high value of the proportional gain ns will overcome the effect of gravity torques. Inequality (26) shows that large values of damping will compensate the effect of the Coriolis and the velocity quadratic terms associated to the estimated Jacobian and to the time derivative of the saturation function. However, according to inequality (27), there exists an upper limit on the value for ns imposed by the value of u; indeed, large values of ns will decrease the maximum allowable value for the mistmatch between Mˆ (q) and M (q). Increasing the value of Ng would aleviate this problem but, in practice, it would amplify the noise level associated with the measurement or estimation of q.  Moreover, inequality (21) is also fulﬁlled for small values of the integral gain Ol . It is also interesting that the above discussion only mentions the proportional gain ns associated to the inner joint position loop and it is clear that fulﬁllement of the aforementioned inequalities depends also on the gain Os associated to the task level loop. However, note that the proposed control law allows setting Os at reasonable low levels and ns to relatively high values. Therefore, this approach would take advantage of the fact that the inner loop could be tuned to obtain a larger bandwidth than the outer loop since the later has sensors with limited bandwidth. IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS A. Experimental test bed To show the performance of the proposed controller, it was tested using a planar 2-link revolute joint robot under visual feedback. The robot is driven by DC brushed motors through timing belts. The motors are subsequently driven by power ampliﬁers from Copley Controls model 413, working in current mode. Joint position feedback is performed by incremental encoders with 10,000 pulses per revolution. Data acquisition was performed through a MultiQ 3 card from Quanser Consulting. Image acquisition for task space position feedback was performed using a CCD-Dalsa camera connected to a National Instruments PCI-1422 card through an RS-422 protocol. The visual sample time for the outer loop was 7 pv and the inner sample time for the joint position loop was 1 pv. The experimental test bed is shown in Fig. 2.



Fig. 2.



Experimental Test Bed



B. Experiments. The manipulator Jacobian matrix for the visual servoing application is given by M (q) = U () Md (q)



(28)



where U () is the rotation matrix between the cartesian and the visual space and is taken as the identity, and Md (q) is the robot analytic Jacobian matrix. For the robot used in the experiments M (q) is expressed as  ¸ o1 cos t1 o2 cos t2 M (q) = (29) o1 sin t1 o2 sin t2 t1 and t2 are the robot angular positions, o1 and o2 denote the lenghts of the ﬁrst and second robot links. Their approximate values are ˆo1 = ˆo2 = 0=21 p. The gains for the proposed controller were chosen as follows 



 ¸ ¸ 10 0 0=24 0 , Ng = 0 10 0 0=24   ¸ ¸ 0=15 0 1=6 0 Os = , Ol = 0 0=1 0 1=5  = 1, |l (hl )|  8



Ns =



(30)



Note that the Ns gain is larger than the Os gain. Two experiments were conducted using the proposed controller. In the ﬁrst experiment the desired { position was a ﬁltered square wave with an amplitude of 20 sl{hov summed to a constant signal of 35 sl{hov. The desired | position signal was a constant reference of 18 sl{hov. Fig. 3 shows the robot behavior with displacement on the { axis. In the second experiment the desired { position was a constant signal of 35 sl{hov and the desired | position was a ﬁltered square wave with an amplitude of 20 sl{hov summed to a constant signal of 18 sl{hov. Fig. 4 depicts the displacement on the | axis. Fig. 5 shows the task space error for both experiments.
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Task space errors



This works presents an approach for robot manipulator control in task space. Its key feature is an inner Proportional Derivative joint space position loop running at a small sampling time, in cascade with an outer Proportional Integral loop fed by task space position measurements that generally works at a large sampling time. This cascade design allows for large values of the proportional gain in the inner loop and small values of the proportional gain in the outer loop. Experiments on a laboratory prototype allows assesing the performance of the proposed controller. Acknowledgment. The authors would like to thank to the anonimous reviewers for their helpful comments. The authors also thank to Gerardo Castro and Jesús Meza for their support during the experiments.
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